LOWER FLOOR

Lower Lobby/Grand Atrium
East Classroom
West Classroom

Accessible Restrooms + Changing Tables
Stroller Parking
Elevator
Heritage: Arts & Cultures

Culture is Living Gallery
Northwest Native Art Gallery
Main Lobby

- Accessible Restrooms + Changing Tables
- See-Through Locations
- Elevator
**SECOND FLOOR**

- **Biology**
  - Amazing Life Gallery
  - Special Exhibit Gallery

- Accessible Restrooms + Changing Tables
- Lactation Room
- See-Through Locations
- Elevator

---

**FLUID LAB**

**PREP LAB**

**LEARNING LAB**

**RESEARCH LAB**

**BIOLOGY WORKROOM**

**BIOLOGY COLLECTIONS STORAGE**

**AMAZING LIFE GALLERY**

**ALCOVE**

**EMERGENCY STAIRS**

---

**SECOND FLOOR**
THIRD FLOOR

- **Heritage: Archaeology**
  - *Our Material World* Gallery

- **Heritage: Arts & Cultures**

- **Paleontology**
  - *Fossils Uncovered* Gallery

- Accessible Restrooms + Changing Tables
- See-Through Locations
- Elevator